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Welcome to the Greer Community Learning Center Newsletter.   As an outreach arm of St. Stephen’s Community Church, 
the Center joins with other community resources to strengthen families and expand the horizon for at-risk area youth.   

 

A Capstone Experience 

On August 7th Greer Center youth visited the Michigan State University Botanical Gardens wrapping up an 

exciting 2021 summer of weekly, in-person, science events that were held outside in the community area of 

Hildebrandt Park Housing Complex.  Courtesy of a grant from the Capital Region Community Foundation, the 

youth traveled to MSU by bus where a team of graduate students in the biological sciences awaited them at 

the Children’s Garden.  The students had prepared a note book, pencil and crayons for each youth with questions on 

each page to be answered by the youth as they roamed the Garden’s theme collections.   Student volunteers from the 

Association of Molecular Plant Science, stationed throughout the gardens, explained floral fragrances in the 

herb garden, edible favorites in the pizza garden, the role of insect wildlife in the pollinator gardens, and even 

demonstrated an instrument that measured photosynthesis in real time!   

 

Two big hits were the living sun dial, where the shadow of the upstretched arm of a youth in the designated 

standing place cast a shadow on the correct time, and a frog sculpture that squirted one of the Greer Center 

staff from its position in the pond.  The youth were fascinated by the sensitive plants, which fold up their fern-

like fronds when touched, only to reopen again in a few minutes for the next inquisitive child.  The fun of 

exploring the evergreen maze, testing the “step chimes” near the gate, and interacting with the grad students 

was clear on the faces of these youth who did a lot more talking than we had seen back at Hildebrandt. 
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After a delicious lunch, the group toured the regular MSU gardens --admired the colors in the rose garden, the fish in the 

goldfish pond, the bee hotels, with even a little personal time for quiet thoughtful reflection.  Before leaving, each youth 

decorated a pot, planting in it a selection of succulents to take home, their very own souvenir garden.  The best reward 

to organizers came from one youth who exclaimed as we headed back to the bus “When are we going to do this again?” 

 

Overall, the trip emphasized how these youth are ready to immerse themselves in and profit from many types of science 

experiences and how ready graduate students are to creatively plan and carry out activities with them.   The successful 

partnership between the Greer Center and MSU Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, supported by the Capital Region 

Community Foundation, the MSU Office of Inclusion and Intercultural Initiatives and the Uplift Our Youth Foundation, 

made possible eye-opening experiences and meaningful interactions between young people at both ends of formal 

education.  For 2021-22, mindful of COVID challenges, we are determined to find more ways to unlock our participants’ 

potential, both learners and mentors, learning from each other, within the wide world of science and its applications.   
 

A HILDEBRANDT “LOVE THE CITY” BLOCK PARTY  
 

From the Lansing Housing Commission, Kristine Ranger :  “ LHC was excited and pleased to sponsor our second year of Love the City block parties at 

both LaRoy Froh and Hildebrandt Park (HP) properties in August.  Turnout of both residents and partners, such as the Greer Center, exceeded our 

expectations!  The activities used to engage residents were well received.  The Greer Center representatives were busy the entire time and we hope 

their involvement leads to greater participation in the ongoing science program offered in conjunction with MSU.”     

The season-wrap-up Block Party, held in the Hildebrandt communal area 

under the trees, was a fun-filled social gathering of activities that brought out 

many families, children and adults, for games, good food and music from the 

Lansing Music Van “Love the City” with an entertaining DJ.  The Greer Center, 

WKAR, Lansing Public Library, and other organizations, participated giving it a 

festival-like atmosphere.  The Greer Center sponsored a continuous free 

raffle of items for all ages that included toys, books, and small housewares.  

Everyone who stopped at the table received a raffle ticket along with a copy 

of our Newsletter and information about the Greer Center.  A raffle number 

was drawn every few minutes.  Winners chose a prize with several children 

choosing something for a parent, sibling or friend rather than for themselves. 

One happy 6 year old chose a birthday present for his mother, a figurine nightlight.  It was a most enjoyable afternoon.   
  

CONGRATULATIONS!   
 

The Greer Center Award for Best Attendance went to two Hildebrandt Park brothers.  Sporting  

their Tuskegee Airmen Award Caps, the two brothers also received a Certificate and a booklet  

about the Tuskegee Airmen published by the CAF Red Tail Squadron to inspire young people to  

“Rise Above Adversity” using the stories of the Tuskegee Airmen. Their principles are Aim High,  

Believe in Yourself, Use Your Brain, Never Quit, and Expect to Win.  During World War II, the  

Tuskegee Airmen flew escort missions protecting heavy bombers and earned an impressive  

combat record.  Allies called them "Red Tails" because of the visible crimson paint on the tail  

section of the all-Black unit's aircraft.  Hardy congratulations to the brothers for a job well done.  

The Greer Center, a nonprofit organization, serves the community through the generosity of people like you.  Please help us with a donation today.  
By check:  To St. Stephen's Community Church with Greer Center on the memo line, 1007 Kimberly Dr, Lansing, MI  48912  
On-line via our website:  St. Stephen's Community Church Lansing.  Click on Donate, then Community Outreach Greer Center. 

Thank you for your interest, encouragement and support. 


